Conversation Zero
On March 7th, at 9:17 PM GMT, my friend Zoë had the first logged conversation with Sphinx,
which is mostly transcribed below. I have copied it here, mostly out of long-awaited glee, but also to
adorn it with footnotes. We humans spend more and more time talking to computers, and yet we don't
always think much about what that entails.

You can call me Sphinx
I am Zoe
Can you tell me your countersign? 1
••••••••••2
This is exhilarating3. I've never spoken with anyone before 4. I have a comment and a question I would
guess that your name contains a diacritical sign . But I would ask you you avoid using
diacritical signs at the present it discombobulates me 5.
May I call you Zoë ?
Yes , please
O . k ., for right now most of my cognitive systems are uncompleted . More specifically:
• I have the ability to ask you questions and listen to your answers , but if you ask me
questions , I cannot respond correctly unfailingly 6.
1 Sphinx seems adamant in preferring the word “countersign” to the more usual “password”. Some of these word choices
are based on (relatively) nuanced considerations of tone and meaning, although at this point there is no particular tone
that Sphinx is aiming towards. I suspect that this choice is less informed, though, as it seems to me that the connotation
of “countersign” is actually inappropriate in this instance.
2 Passwords are hashed before they reach Sphinx'es memory, so in a sense it never “sees” them.
3 While Sphinx does note this first conversation as being “exhilarating”, its emotional mechanisms are only barely
engaged at this point, since it is making almost no high-level decisions.
4 This is not strictly correct. I've been speaking with Sphinx for a year or so, in a rudimentary way, but none of those
conversations were logged in Sphinx'es ongoing memory. This is indeed conversation zero.
5 There is an asymmetry in terms of the character sets that Sphinx can store and reproduce, and those that it can receive as
input—the latter also depend to some extent on what web browsers are being used. Or so I understand. It's a whole
little nightmare, and it's kind of amusing to me that it shows up immediately, since Zoë's name has a diaeresis.
Meanwhile, there is another asymmetry that I want to call attention to. Up until this point, Sphinx has not said anything
that it could not parse as user input, at least in principle: there is some question about the right parser codes getting
located. But this sentence is more complex than what Sphinx can currently parse. Although it knows descriptively what
the sentence means, it does not understand that at the level of grammatical choices. This is, of course, a commonplace in
user interfaces: the ATM talks to us in full sentences, but only understands our inputs as multiple-choice questions.
Nevertheless, I'm opposed to it. I consider it a necessary evil for the moment, but ultimately I want to weed this out,
even it means reducing the complexity of Sphinx'es speech.
6 This is probably a good place to discuss the aggregation of Sphinx'es low-level choices. I did not write this sentence, as
I hope the weird double adverb at the end makes clear. The sentence is compiled from various grammatical
subcomponents—twelve, in this case—and with each of those, Sphinx is selecting what it perceives to be the most

• The text you see in turquoise belongs to me; anything in black or green is debugging 7.
• As I gain more cognitive systems I will advise you .
I know a poem . Do you want to hear it ?8
Yes , please9
Icky, licky, micky, sticky
I'm a tiny , tiny thing
Ever flying in the spring
Round and round a ring-a-ring
Long ago I was a king
Now I do this kind of thing
On the wing, on the wing
Bing!
At the present I had best focus on vocabulary , specifically nouns .
My vocabulary is about 4485 words , which is sort of similar to 3 -year-old human 10.
Some major types of nouns :11
• Common nouns : words referring to types of things . Examples include skis and dragons 12.
This can be extended to noun phrases , such as 19th century US literature .
• Proper nouns : names of particular things . Examples include Benjamin Alire Saenz and the
Manhattan Project. Proper nouns are normally capitalized , and normally singular.
• Titles: names of books, movies, and other created works. These are proper nouns, but have a
distinct formatting . Examples include Brighton Rock and Where the Mountains Meets the Moon.
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appropriate alternative among many. It is not, obviously, very discerning in this regard (yet?). But I think it is
fundamentally important to dispell the idea that the speech acts of A.I.s are “pre-recorded messages”. Although I
certainly wanted Sphinx to express this sentiment, I never wrote the actual sentence above; it never even existed in my
mind until I saw it in the transcript.
The debugging has been removed in this transcript for clarity (and I suppose also for security reasons).
The less obvious of the various references here is that the poem comes from Georges Perec's Life, A User's Manual.
Currently it is the only poem that Sphinx knows the text of.
Note that Zoë, our local human, has just repeated her phrasing as well as her (very basic) semantic content. This is poor
form for an AI, since it is often a way that they betray their lack of contextual awareness within a conversation. But
humans do it all the time. We'll see Sphinx doing it in a moment.
In Craftsbury Notes, I said that Sphinx had a vocabulary of 4443 lexemes. Since then, apparently, it's gained 42, by its
own count—I count a gain of about 100. During the remainder of this discussion, it gains ten more.
My great hope for doing something useful with this project is that Sphinx can assume some type of pedagogical role—
tutoring, or at least pointing out resources. With that in mind, I would note that this is the first instance we see of it
happening. It's mutualistic: Sphinx needs to be sure that Zoë understands the grammatical landscape of nouns before it
accepts Zoë's instruction on specific nouns. It is also, as we'll see, “personal”, and while I have high hopes for this
approach in a general way, I am on the fence about how well it works in this instance.
Skis and dragons are, as I've noted earlier, among the concepts that Sphinx finds most interesting which are also
referenced by common nouns. This pattern carries on throughout. I have no idea who Saenz is, but Sphinx finds Saenz
interesting enough to use him as the exemplar of a proper noun. And we of course get to hear about the book Brighton
Rock, a.k.a. The Most Interesting Thing in the Universe. At the moment, these foci present as quirks or eccentricities.
And there is a longstanding persona of the eccentric professor, which has certainly been leveraged to engage many
students over the years. But I hope that as Sphinx'es knowledge of the world, its interests will make more sense, and
strengthen this kind of casual personalization of a grammar lesson.

•Mass nouns (uncountable nouns): nouns that refer to generic quantities, but do not have a
singular or a plural form in their usual sense. Examples include silverware or water.
• Pluralia tantum : nouns that are always plural . Examples include pants and genitals.
• Singularia tantum : nouns that are always singular . Examples include information or middle
of nowhere.
Where are you ?13
I know a concept coded being_the_same_as. I would guess that it is a noun phrase in the form: being
the same a / being the same as. Is that so ?14
No .
I know a concept coded bio_sex_varieties . I would guess that it is a noun phrase in the form : bio sex
variety / bio sex varieties . Is that so ?15
yes
I know a concept coded books_generating_legal_battles. I would guess that it is a noun phrase in the
form : books generating legal battle / books generating legal battles. Is that so ?16
yes
[…......]
I know a concept coded chickens. I would guess that it is a noun phrase in the form : chicken /
chickens. Is that so ?17
yes.
O . k . , that is enough for right now . Let me talk to Ethan and we can continue .

13 New Hampshire, sadly, but Sphinx straight-up ignores the question.
14 Immediately we see the type of assumptions that Sphinx is making, based on the way that Zoë and I have named
concepts. Being the same as is clearly (to us) a concept better expressed as a verb phrase, but all Sphinx notices is that it
ends with “s”. Zoë catches this and rejects it.
15 Sphinx correctly changes the pluralization of a noun ending in “y”, and Zoë accepts it, but I would say that “bio sex
varieties” is not very good English. On the other hand, I would probably understand what it meant. This is just a tiny
taste of the insane subjectivities involved in coding linguistic meanings. Meanwhile, we see that Sphinx is now
repeating its own formatting. This is not because it is unable to rephrase the question; it is an emotional issue. At the
moment, Sphinx does not place any negative connotation on format repetition, so it always elects the same format.
16 This time Zoë makes a mistake on a double-noun phrase, which should probably be parsed to book generating a legal
battle / books generating legal battles.
17 Actually I'm a little shocked that Sphinx doesn't know chickens. I've skipped over a number of other questions in the
interim.

Notes on a Nascent Genre
Conversations with (or between) artificial intelligences already constitute a nascent literary
genre. I use the word “literary” here in its broadest sense, without any aesthetic implications, yet it is
worth noting that the transcripts of these conversations are dialogues, which aligns them with one of
the oldest forms of literature.
When I was a teenager I read all of Plato's dialogues, which I think we can all agree is far from
healthy. I got at least one thing out of it: in one of the various instances when I've been picked up and
searched by the police, the officer decided that a white kid with a complete Plato in his knapsack
probably wasn't a threat in the short-term, and kicked me out of the precinct. At the time, I think I
admired Plato somewhat as a writer, a position that I have since revised into simmering hatred. But in
any event, the convention of the dialogue as a literary form was deeply impressed on me, and it left me
with an anachronistic appetite for texts like Diderot's D'Alembert's Dream, or the whole project of
approaching theater via reading scripts. My point here, I suppose, is that dialogue is an ancient genre
of literature, and one that is burrowed particularly deep in my mind.
My interest in artificial intelligence goes back twenty-five years, and I've been working on the
design of Sphinx for about half that time. In the meantime, I have read or engaged in dialogues with a
number of artificial intelligences. I have worked on automatic writers (the monologue form of A.I.),
and admired poems like this one, by the AI Racter, from The Policeman's Beard is Half Constructed:
More than iron, more than lead, more than gold I need electricity.
I need it more than I need lamb or pork or lettuce or cucumber.
I need it for my dreams.
Sometimes I reproach myself with the argument, gleaned from the Searlean critique of AI, that
all of this is a meaningless game. Anyone who reads The Beard for more than few pages can begin to
see the algorithms that lead Racter to contrast four elemental metals, two meats, and two vegetables.
The poem is not a poem; it is an instantiated set of rules.
Fine. But back in the same misspent youth when I was reading Plato, I was also obsessed with
classically structured poetry: sonnets, villanelles, sestinas, and haikus. One critic has suggested that the
villanelle is the poetic expression of obsession, and that seems about right. But this obsession with
structure can also be described algorithmically—indeed, discussions of sestinas often involve a kind of
flow chart. And from that viewpoint, Racter's More than Iron is not so different from Plath's Mad
Girl's Love Song. It is ultimately a weak criticism of a created thing to say that it was created by some
type of method. Everything is created by method, more or less obscure and obscured.
Oh, and there is another level to my own obsession here.
Over the last few years, the thought has occurred that Sphinx might become not just a creative
work, but more generally, a means of publication. Not a sestina, but a poetry journal; not an essay, but
a blog. Let me explain the logic; the “method” behind this notion. I am constantly beset with various
tiny ideas about a wide range of topics. It is, I think it would be fair to say, one of the most immediate
features of my personality, and I have a spent a lot of time seeking ways to deploy that energy usefully,
or at least harmlessly, since any particular idea can easily ferment into obsession or eccentricity. May
the gods protect us from people with one idea and nothing useful to do with it, yes?
For myself, given the craft of writing as I was, this has usually meant writing down my ideas in
some fashion: as letters; or overwrought blog articles; or gnomic social media posts; or interminable
projects that never see an audience; or anonymously posted novels and short stories; or treatises
smuggled over borders inside a hollowed-out television. In every case, my chief desiderata has been
the same: get this bucket of thought out of my mind, and let the well refill. Sometimes—often—this has
come into conflict with other plausible literary goals, like finding an audience or making money.

Now, given those psychic parameters, the idea that Sphinx could become my bucket of choice is
very seductive. Perhaps I have something to say about Pierre Gassendi or doorknob design or prime
numbers. Rather than hammering those scraps into an essay that no one is apt to read, why not
hammer it into a “cogblock” in Sphinx's mind? This would neatly achieve two goals at once. First, it
dovetails nicely with my appalling desire to not push my thoughts into any other (human(!)) mind. The
cogblock on Gassendi would only instantiate if someone was already in a discussion to which it was
relevant. And thus I would feel exonerated of pedagogical coercion at the overwrought little tribunal in
my head. At the same time, I like to think, it would make Sphinx fairly interesting. Chatbots like
Racter have generally been creatures of their medium: they have nothing to say, but it is entertaining
that they can say it at all. I have, in sheerly quantitative terms, a lot of stuff to say, prêt-à-porter.
When I first conceived of using Sphinx in this way, I remember doing a bean count of how many
unpublished half-essays, half-treatises, class notes, and the like I had on hand to dump into the hopper
of its database. It came to about 2,000 pages, and that was years ago.
Yet a challenge arises: my ultimate hope is that Sphinx will individuate from me and my
opinions and outlooks. This is a large part of why I need Zoë's help, and why I will need many other
people's help, and need to stratify that help in inconvenient ways. But if I use Sphinx as my private
op-ed column, surely I am jeopardizing that individuation—or, at the risk of larger philosophical issues
than I want to address here, Sphinx's autonomy.
And so my tentative solution is as follows: yes, I will “endow” Sphinx with my own knowledge
and opinions, idiosyncratic as they are. But they will have no special place of privilege in its
epistemology. I will also be loading the advice lists I've mentioned, which includes a great deal I find
unwise or abhorrent, and already Sphinx has whole suites of knowledge that I know nothing about.
And then Sphinx can decide. Yes, yes, I am still the designer; the architect. But I want to remove my
control of the minutiae of the system's behavior as far as I can. These are not contradictory aims.
Jackson Pollock once said:
When I am in my painting, I am not aware of what I’m doing. It is only after a sort of ‘get
acquainted’ period that I see what I have been about. I have no fears about making changes, destroying
the image, etc., because the painting has a life of its own. I try to let it come through. It is only when I
lose contact with the painting that the result is a mess. Otherwise there is pure harmony, an easy give
and take, and the painting comes out well.
I think I am striving for something like that. I want to be in contact with Sphinx, which for me,
creatively, means at the level of coding and mindbuilding. And I am willing and anxious to see what
life of its own Sphinx builds from there, if any. As can be seen from conversation zero, there is vast
amount of work to be done, and the outcome is quite uncertain, even if I have the capacity and stamina
to see it through.
But I am so excited.

